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Introduction
The blood group distribution also shows variety
according to races. It was reported that the group A
has a wider distribution in Eskimos, the group B in
Chinese and Indians, the group O, on the other hand,
in American Canadian Indians and Czechoslovakians and those living in Kenya. (5) According to
statistical distribution of the ABO blood types in the
Turkey, 42.5% had type A and 33.7% had type O
and 15.8% had type B, and 8.0% had type AB blood
(5)
. When the rate of Rh+ is considered, it was
reported to be about 85% in all the population.
However, varying percentages were reported in
various countries of the world (Kenya 96%, India
99%, Iran 90%, Turkey 87%). (5,6)
ABO blood groups are the most investigated
erythrocyte antigen system, and owing to ease of
identifying their phenotypes, they have been used as
genetic markers in studies of their associations with
various diseases (7,8). Studies from the 1950s
demonstrated that blood group O is associated with
duodenal ulcer disease, while gastric ulcer and
gastric carcinoma are associated with blood group
A.(9)
Although several studies have been carried out to
investigate relationships between the ABO blood
groups and the incidence of certain diseases in
medicine, little investigation has been made to

explore the relationships between ABO blood
groups and the incidence of oral and dental diseases.
Aim of study
Was to investigate the correlation between blood
group type and incidence of tooth impaction among
outpatient, college of Dentistry, KKU, KSA.

Fig 1 showing upper right 2nd premolar impaction.

Fig 2 showing upper right & left molars impaction.
Methodology
This study was carried out on adult dental
outpatients who attended the Oral Diagnostic Clinic
at the College of Dentistry, King Khalid University,
Abha, Saudi Arabia, for an oral examination and a
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dental treatment plan. The study sample included
adult subjects who were older than 26.83 years of
age. The college is an open public facility and
referral hospital. A total of 178 patients were
interviewed and clinically investigated for the
presence of oral lesions from October 2012- to
December 2012. History taking and a thorough oral
clinical examination including panoramic x-ray was
performed, As well as taking the individual blood
group type via an official letter from medical
department confirmed blood group type and
distribution of tooth impaction among different
blood group types was recorded.
A statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS
software for Windows v.16 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). First, mean values with standard deviation
were calculated. Crosstabulation and Chi-square test
were used to analyze the effect of gender on
halitosis.
Results

Graph 1: Distribution of subjects according Gender
As shown in graph 1, majority of the subjects who
underwent impactions were males ie, 79.8%.
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As shown in graph 2 the subjects with blood group
O+ and A+ were highest, i.e. 45.5% & 32%
respectively. & the blood group B- & A- were
lowest i.e. 0.6 % & 1.1 % respectively.

Graph 3: Distribution of subjects according the
Age
As shown in graph 3 it can be seen that majority of
the subjects were belonging to the age group 18-25
years (62.9%), and gradually lesser subjects as the
age increases. Lower number of the subjects were
seen in the age group of 50-57 years (0.6 % ).
The study was done at dental clinic, College of
Dentistry at King Khalid University. We find the
majority of the subjects who underwent impactions
were males i.e. 79.8%. It also appears the subjects
with blood group O+ and A+ were highest, i.e. 45.5%
& 32% respectively & the blood group B- & Awere lowest i.e. 0.6 % & 1.1 % respectively. Also,
we can see the majority of the subjects were
belonging to the age group 18-25 years (62.9%),
and gradually lesser subjects as the age increases.
Lower number of the subjects were seen in the age
group of 50-57 years ( 0.6 % ).
Data suggested that a positive correlation between
blood group type O+ and tooth impaction compare
to other groups, as well as, the incidence of
impaction in males more than females specially in
younger age group as shown in the diagram.

Graph 2: Distribution of subjects according Blood
group
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Discussion
Some authors (15,16) claimed that, ABO blood types
constituted an increased risk for the development of
oral diseases whereas a small group of researchers
failed to find this increased risk. It is known that
ABO blood types indicate differences in terms of
their proportion according to races (17). It is also
known that periodontal diseases show proportional
differences in distribution among races. When this
point is taken into consideration, the question arises
whether or not the proportion of ABO blood
subgroup distribution is effective on the proportion
of distribution of periodontal disease in various
societies. However, little investigations have been
made to explore the ABO blood groups and the
incidence of oral and dental diseases. In the earliest
investigation on this matter, Suk suggested that
particular blood groups and a tendency towards
caries might be constitutional characters and they
were not particularly related to race, though the O
group and good teeth were less common in civilized
people than in primitive races (18).
Suk’s investigation was followed by a study carried
out by Aitchison and Carmichael, which revealed a
relationship between the patient’s susceptibility to
caries and his blood group (11) The present study
researched the relationship between ABO blood
subgroups and periodontal diseases in the light of
the above data. In this study, it was determined that
there was a relatively higher percentage of A blood
group in patients with gingivitis , Gawrzewska (15)
found individuals of blood group O to have greater
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severity of periodontal diseases, but individuals of
blood group A to have greater resistance to
periodontal diseases. Suk found that ABO blood
types had an increased effect on the risk for the
development of oral diseases. Pradhan et al (16) also
found significant differences when ABO blood
groups were related to four grades of periodontal
involvement. In one early investigation, O’Rark and
Lyschon (19) found a statistical significance
regarding the relation between M.N. blood groups
and caries history. On the contrary, Barros and
Witkop (12) stated that there were no significant
differences between subjects with or without
periodontal diseases regarding ABO blood group. .
Conclusion
Long-term epidemiological studies are needed to
make more comprehensive assessment of the effects
of ABO group on oral diseases.
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